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Course title

G8501R041 - M/PED 03 - Reading and Writing: from Process to Practice

Topics and course structure

- The problem of “didactic transposition” in literacy practice
- Reading and writing real-world texts and real-world purposes
- Writing as the development of a symbolic tool: children’s conceptualization of written language
- Teacher’s relationships with written language
- Theory of composing processes: emotional issues, strategies and writing
- Theory of comprehension processes: strategies and shared reading
- Engaging and effective practices in early literacy
- Origin of mistakes and their importance for learning processes
- Teaching the grammar: analysis of different approaches
Objectives

In terms of knowledge and understanding this course promotes:

- To know how to assess the writing competences of pupils
- To know how to evaluate the pupil’s ability to comprehend the content of different types of texts.
- To know how to plan reading and writing projects, activities and tasks considering both the use of written language and the ways in which pupils learn.
- To know and understand different theories of learning
- To know and understand different teaching methods and approaches

In terms of the ability to transfer this knowledge in teacher practices, this course promotes:

- The ability to put in relation different theoretical models
- The ability to apply different theoretical models

Methodologies

- Lessons
- Teamwork
- Workshop

Online and offline teaching materials

- Lesson’s slides
- Scientific articles

Programme and references for attending students

During the lessons issues concerning the processes of teaching and learning of written language will be explained and discussed. The course aims to consider the close relations and interrelationships between written language (as a cultural object), pupils (as an active learners) and teachers (as facilitators of learning processes). Therefore the teaching approach mainly used during the lessons will be the analysis of teaching and learning real practices from kindergarten to primary school.
Bibliographical references:

- **Farina, E.** "Il dettato nella scuola primaria. Analisi di una pratica di insegnamento", Milano, Franco Angeli, 2014  
- **Zucchermaglio, C.** (2016) "Gli apprendisti della lingua scritta", Trento UnoEdizioni  
- **Articles available in copy center " Fronte-Retro"**
  

Programme and references for non-attending students

During the lessons issues concerning the processes of teaching and learning of written language will be explained and discussed. The course aims to consider the close relations and interrelationships between written language (as a cultural object), pupils (as an active learners) and teachers (as facilitators of learning processes). Therefore the teaching approach mainly used during the lessons will be the analysis of teaching and learning real practices from kindergarten to primary school.

- **Bibliographical references:**
  
  - **Farina, E.** "Il dettato nella scuola primaria. Analisi di una pratica di insegnamento", Milano, Franco Angeli, 2014  
  - **Articles available in copy center " Fronte-Retro"**
Assessment methods

- Final assessment
  - Final written multiple choice test (in order to pass the written test, the minimum required is 18/30) and then oral examination.
  - The written test consists of open and closed questions about both the topics developed during the lessons and workshops, and the concepts found in the bibliography.

Office hours

Wednesday from 14.30 to 16.30

Programme validity

Programs are worth two academic years.

Course tutors and assistants

Bassi Francesca: francesca.bassi@unimib.it

Centurelli Luigia: luigia.centurelli@unimib.it

Pandolfi Sara: s.pandolfi2@campus.unimib.it

Ryolo Ilaria: ilariaryolo@libero.it